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There is always
someone there
who knows you
and how you feel
when you are
depressed or excited
about something.
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Sisters Lynette, Lisa, and Lori Roos from Ripon, California, are also teammates on Dordt's women's basketball team.
Siblings share Dordt's campus
Kirstin Vander Giessen
Sorne families have three pets. That's notso unusual. More may have three-cargarages. And many have three bed-
rooms in their homes. But how many families
can boast having three siblings attending the
same college at the same time? A survey of
Oordt students reveals that seven families
have three students enrolled at Oordt this year.
In many cases the oldest sibling played an
important role in getting the younger ones to
attend.
"Ultimately, I realized that it was their
decision and that they had to make the choice,
but they knew that I wanted them to come
here:' says Alecia Link about her younger
siblings, Jam and Ryan. The fact that Alecia
was here influenced Ryan, who's a freshman
this year.
"I got to know the campus and college pretty
well while visiting Alecia," says Ryan, "which
gave me a greater appreciation of the college."
For Richard Heerema's younger sisters,
Sharla and Rachelle, their older brother also
played a big part in their decisions. Rachelle,
who is currently a sophomore, sums up her
feelings and Sharla's when she says, -r
probably wouldn't have come [to Oordt] if I
were the only person from my family here."
Sharla confirmed that, saying, "If [Richard
and Rachelle 1 had both chosen to go to
Covenant, for example, I think I probably
would have ended up there as well."
"My older brother affected my decision by
showing me the personality of Oordt my
senior year of high school:' says Greg Bosma.
whose older brother Curtis is a senior this
year. "I stayed with him for one night and
everyone treated me with respect, like I was
one of the college students." Greg, in tum.
helped Curtis influence their younger sister,
Crystal. "My brothers encouraged me to
come, but they never really said one way or
another. They said they would give me a hard
time though if I didn't go:' says Crystal.
In at least two families, the choice to attend
Oordt was not primarily the influence of older
siblings. Becky Kallemeyn, who attends
Oordt with her older sister Vicki and younger
sister Val, says, "My decision to come to
Dordt was affected more by my parents than
my older sister. Although neither of them
went toDordt, they wanted us to come here
because of the perspective that Dordt teaches
from."
/
In the Roos family, the situation was espe-
cially unusual because Lisa Roos actually
influenced her older sister, who was attending
a junior college, to come to Dordt. "Since I
was the first one here:' says Lisa, "I thought it
would be cool if Lynette would transfer here
since she wasn't sure where to go. We did
think it would be cool ... being able to play
basketball again together."
According to Mark Kimm, whose older sib-
lings Jodi and Jason also attend Dordt, the sit-
uation is "unique. because it's like your family
decided to come to college with you." This
experience can have its good and bad points.
"It can be kind of frustrating:' says Becky
Kallemeyn, "because [your siblings] know
everything that you do. Sometimes you just
want to do something by yourself and not
have anyone from your family sharing in the
experience." Becky admits, though. that hav-
ing two sisters at Oordt is a good thing most
of the time. ''There is always someone there
who knows you and how you feel when you
are depressed or excited about something:'
she said. Her older sister, Vicki, agrees with
that. "It's nice because at this age we all get
along, and 1 always know that if things are
continued on page 2
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Siblings
find home
away from
home
It is a neat
experience to
have these years
together ... before
we possibly head in
different directions.
"
continued from page 1
going wrong in my life, Ihave two sisters that
I can call if I need to talk," says Vicki.
Freshman Lori Roos agrees with Vicki.
"It's nice having someone to talk to when you
get homesick," she says. But for Lori's older
sister, it can sometimes be difficult. "It almost
adds more stress to my life because I have
more to look out for," says Lisa Roos. "It
adds to my load-friends, classes, homework,
boyfriend, basketball, and now two sisters. Of
course, I see my sisters daily due to basketball,
so that kind of kills two birds with one stone."
For Nate, Joel, and Sarah Houck, being at
Dordt together is a positive experience. "I
really have enjoyed having my brothers here,"
said Sarah, who's a senior. "Even though I'm
away from home, I still have a part of home
here with me." For sophomore Joel Houck,
one of the perks of having an older sister at
Dordt is having access to a cooking apartment.
"If I'm very hungry or just don't like what the
Commons is serving, [Sarah] has been quick to
offer to feed me," he says. The Houcks get
together at least twice a week. "All three of us
get together every Saturday morning in my sis-
ter's room to talk to our parents," says Joel. "I
also see both my brother and my sister every
Sunday because we go to church together."
From the president
T hose who aren't
used to an intentional
biblical community
will find their
experience here a
true culture shock.
"
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The Heeremas do not see quite so much of
each other. "We don't see each other that
often," says Sharla, "because we live in differ-
ent ends of the college." For Rachelle, even
though she doesn't see Sharla or Richard very
much, just knowing they're there is enough to
prevent her from becoming homesick. Richard
says that, although it wasn't so much fun for
the rest of their family, having three of them at
Dordt made it easier to be away from home
over the Thanksgiving weekend. According to
Rachelle, there is one problem with having
three kids from the same family at the same
college. "The thing that can become difficult,"
she says, "is having us all call home on Sunday
nights. Maybe we should get a sign-up sheet."
The common sentiment of all the students in
this situation seems to be that having brothers
or sisters on campus is a positive experience.
Past the time of petty sibling rivalry, they are
able to enjoy each other's friendship.
"With the variety of college choices and
edueationel choices that-are available-to stu-
dents, it is unique that many siblings choose
the same college," says Alecia Link. "It is a
neat experience to have these years together so
that we can continue to develop our relation-
ships before we possibly head in different
directions."
Seven chosen
Distinguished
Scholars
discovered that fine Christ-centered education
is available here as well. And we were not
surprised when the McCaughey septuplets
came into the world, healthy and well, deliv-
ered by (two, black, female) doctors in the
heart of Iowa.
But I would hope that the fundamental
culture shock of the Dordt College campus
would be more deeply rooted than a simple
adjustment from big-city life to small-town
life. Our goal at Dordt College remains the
creation of such a thorough-going Christian
attitude, atmosphere, and approach to our life
together-both inside the classroom and
out-that those who aren't used to an inten-
tional hiblical community will find their
experience here a true culture shock.
After all, it doesn't take a prophet of gloom
and doom to realize that our society and cul-
ture, in many ways, has become pervasively
non-Christian, if not downtight anti-Christian.
What we need are Christian colleges that are
so pervaded by biblical principles that anyone
entering them is going to experience some
culture shock, regardless of where that col-
lege is located.
Some students discover that culture shock
when they recognize that Dordt College is not
going to shield them from all the unbiblical
/
Each year, Dordt's highest academic awards
go to those named Distinguished Scholars.
Seven incoming freshmen are chosen pri-
marily on the basis of academic standing,
which includes grade point average, class rank
and test scores. The students chosen each
receive a scholarship of $5000.
Jonathan Bleeker from Inwood, Iowa, is a
biology major who plans to attend medical
school after Dordt, possibly in pediatrics.
Peter Gesch is preparing for a career in
wildlife management by majoring in environ-
mental studies. Outside of class, he is
involved in intramural sports. Peter is from
Cedar Grove, Wisconsin.
Robert Keizer is an environmental studies
major who looks forward to research or field
study of the environment. Robb is from
Sussex, New Jersey. At Dordt, he plays
basketball and is involved with the environ-
mental club--Shamar.
Angela Kroeze is a psychology major from
Orange City, Iowa. Her activities at Dordt
include varsity soccer, Chorale, and Concert
Band. Angela is considering graduate school
and pursuing a career in clinical psychology
after Dordt.
Rachel Mulder is from Bellflower,
California. Although she is undecided in her
major at present, she anticipates a career
working with children.
Brandi Ochsner, from Sulton, Nebraska, is
involved with Concert Band, the Community
Outreach Program, F.A.C.T., P.L.LA., and
Student Forum. Brandi is majoring in educa-
tion and minoring in Spanish and English as a
second language.
Andrea Voogt is from Orland Park, Illinois,
Andrea hopes to attend medical school,
possibly in the area of oncology after gradu-
ating from Dordt with a degree in biology.
She is currently active with The Diamond,
Concert Band, and the Community Outreach
Program.
Combatting culture shock
ideas of current scholarship but will, in fact,
provide us with opportunities to evaluate the
spirits of our age and discern the Spirit of
Christ in every part of life. Other students
discover a sense of culture shock when they
realize that no Christian community, includ-
ing Dordt College, is immune from sin and
that here we place our emphasis on dealing
with the need for growth in grace on the part
of every student, no matter where they start.
Learning what a Christian academic com-
munity is all about will never be easy because
we don't have many experiences demonstrat-
ing what such a community ought to be. And
that's true whether a student comes from a
small town or from a major urban center.
In my eighteen months here, I've discov-
ered that Dordt College is far from a perfect
community. At the same time, I've found it a
grand experience to realize how hard stu-
dents, staff, and faculty alike are trying to
make this college into the kind of place God
wants it to be.
So, if building a Christ-centered educational
community creates culture shock in the lives
of those for whom such communities are all
too rare, I don't think we need to apologize.
Quite the contrary, for that sort of culture
shock we ought to thank God.
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Fifteen years ago, as our family preparedfor our move to Northwest Iowa, Istopped at a local vacuum repair shop
to pick up a belt for our somewhat aging
Royal vacuum. The owner wanted to take
down my address so he could send me a cata-
log of his new equipment. When I declined to
give my address because I was moving to
Iowa, he quickly reached into his drawer and
pulled out a couple of belts.
"Here, take these with you," he urged
compassionately. "You probably won't be
able to find many replacement parts once
you get to Iowa."
I was reminded of that attitude toward
small town America when recently a high
school counselor in a metropolitan area
reminded me that "a lot of students from
urban and metropolitan areas will have to
overcome a degree of culture shock before
they can acclimate to a small-town campus
such as Dordt College." Like the Michigan
vacuum cleaner salesman twenty years ago,
many students today still wonder if there
really is life out here between the Missouri
and the Mississippi.
Well, our family discovered that people do
sell wonderful vacuum cleaners in Iowa, too.
Over 10,000 Dordt College alumni have
Professor Sherrt Lantinga teaches psychology to both majors and those who take psych as an elective or
general education requiremenL--
Psychology students
hold research conference
SallyJ ........
POfessor Sherri Lantinga's psychologystudents learned something aboutresearch techniques this fall, and they
also learned some things about their fellow stu-
dents. Two students studied how background
music affected reading comprehension. Another
explored gender attitudes, specifically whether
academic research was viewed differently if the
author was a man or a woman. Another studied
differences in attitudes toward smokers and
nonsmokers.
The students presented their results at a con-
ference held in late November. Although not all
of the projects yielded statistically significant
results, the studies gave psych students, many of
whom plan to go on to graduate school, their
first real exposure to social science research.
"It helped students become more clear about
what they want to do in the future," Lantinga
says. Some of those who thought they were
interested in graduate work and further research
were confirmed through the process. Others
decided they were not interested in research.
Others gained a new appreciation for research.
Junior Tricia Rozenboom says she was sure she
didn't want a career that involved psychological
research. Now she is much more open to it.
"It was ...interesting, and it was rewarding to
see all of our work come together at the confer-
ence," she says.
The course, titled Experimental Psychology,
is required of all psychology majors and is use-
ful both for those with research and clinical
interests, says Lantinga. Students study stan-
dard research techniques and procedures, as
well as review research related to their topic.
They reflect on why their topic is important,
learn how to measure and analyze results, and
draw conclusions.
Even if these students do not go on to do
their own research in the future, the experience
is helpful, says Lantinga, because everyone in
the field must be a critical consumer of
research in order to use it effectively.
Lantinga let her students choose topics they
found interesting, but required them to set up a
project whose factors could be manipulated.
They could not just observe people or conduct
a survey. Most found results that pointed in the
right direction, despite the fact that they were
not statistically significant.
Students then had to use their results in
preparing a presentation that would be under-
standable to a general population. Many made
use of overheads containing graphs and charts
in their verbal presentations. Others based their
presentation on a poster.
"It was both exciting and intimidating for
students to prepare for the conference," says
Lantinga. "1 suspect there are those who hated
the class. at the time, but later will look back
and see it as one of the more valuable experi-
ences they've had, especially if they go on to
graduate school."
Chad Vande Lune says that it looked a lot
easier in the syllabus than it actually was.
"1 found that there is a lot of planning work
that goes into a research project, more than I
realized." But he's glad he had to make the pre-
sentation because he expects to have to do sim-
ilar ones in the "real world." Chad hopes to
earn a master's degree in industrial/organiza-
tional psychology and work in that area after he
finishes his education.
Lantinga believes such conference presenta-
tions offer a fantastic way for students not only
to gain experience presenting but also to share
what they have learned. Although most students
communicate relatively frequently with their
professors, they do so less often with their
peers. Presenting somerhing-s-especially to
peers-is one of the best ways to thoroughly
understand the topic, she believes.
"It's crucial for them to be able to communi-
cate in a way that all can understand," she says,
"because that's what psychologists must do."
Presenting some-
thing-especially
to peers-is one
of the best ways
to thoroughly
understand the
topic, she believes.
Students with disabilities get the help they need
Kirstin Vander Giessen
Bylaw, grade schools and high schoolsmust offer assistance to any student theybelieve has a disability. In college, the
law only requires the institution to make help
available-getting assistance is the student's
responsibility.
Dordt is committed to giving students with
disabilities whatever help they need through the
Academic Skills Center. Lavonne Boer, one of
three staff members in the center, is the coordi-
nator of services for students with disabilities.
A Dordt graduate with a degree in elemen-
In addition to meeting one-on-one with students,
Lavonne Boer supervises student tutors in the
Academic Skills Center.
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tary and special education, Boer helps students
with disabilities make the transition from high
school to college.
"I try to make sure that programs and facili-
ties are available to students with physical and
learning disabilities," says Boer.
In a hypothetical situation, a student may tell
his history professor that he has had past read-
ing difficulty. The student may not only have
trouble reading the textbooks, but he may not
be able to read well enough to successfully take
the test even if he knows the material. In a
case like this, the student may work with the
professor and with Boer to take the test verbally.
They may also decide to use taped readings of
the text for the student.
In most cases, the disability is already docu-
mented, says Boer, so the student is aware of
what needs to be done and can move toward
being independent of any regular assistance
program.
The students Boer works with have a variety
of disabilities, from attention deficit disorder
and hyperactivity to disabilities resulting from
traumatic brain injury. To overcome these diffi-
culties, "students may receive accommodations
such as notetakers, taped texts, or different test-
ing arrangements," says Boer. "The accommo-
dations are decided on a case by case basis and
give students with disabilities an equal opportu-
nity to learn and demonstrate their abilities."
Boer makes it clear that the goal is not to
give disabled students an advantage. "We're
eliminating the disadvantage caused by the
disability," says Boer, describing what she does
as "leveling the playing field."
Boer is currently working with fifteen to
twenty students on a regular basis. Her goal is
to give them the tools they need to become
independent learners.
"Larger institutions have more technology for
students with disabilities (scanners, speech syn-
thesizers, voice input)," says Boer, "but at this
point, Dordt doesn't have a great need for that
kind of technology .... I think the Dordt com-
munity is doing a good job with the resources
available."
·······
···
···
",
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Director of Institutional Research and Planning
The successful candidate for this new position will serve as a professional staff
assistant to the president of the college. Responsibilities include analyzing edu-
cational, demographic, and social trends; developing initiatives in response to
changes in the educational and social environment; monitoring campus diversity;
and coordinating studies for institutional accreditation. Qualifications: a gradu-
ate degree and experience as faculty in higher education or as administrator in
higher or secondary education.
Review of candidates is continuing until position is fIlled.
To receive application materials and a job description, qualified persons com-
mitted to a Reformed, biblical perspective and educational philosophy are
encouraged to send a letter of interest that provides evidence of that commitment
to Office of the President; Dordt College, 498 4th Ave. NE, Sioux Center, IA
51250; facsimile: 712-722-1185; e-mail; nancyvb@dordt.edu.
Dordt College is an equal opportunity employer and encourages application by women and minorities.
DORDT COLLEGE
498 4th Avenue NE Sioux Center, Iowa 51250 712-722-6000
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Film class exposes students
to international cultures
Giving people
more knowledge
about other
cultures could
lead to drastically
different actions,
"
Once you spend time in anotherculture you never again read or hearnews stories abstractly," says Dr.
Mike Vanden Bosch, a Dordt English profes-
sor who has spent two summers teaching
English in China.
Those experiences and Dordt's increasing
emphasis on cross-cultural studies led him to
offer a special topics course on Film and
International Culture last year. After spending
the past summer in China, he has even more
ideas for the course, which he hopes to offer
again.
"Once you've been there, you see people,
and you get into their skin," he says. He does-
n't listen to news the same way anymore, he
adds, citing as an example stories about
increasing pressure being put on President
Clinton to do something about human rights
violations in China. After working with peo-
ple and establishing friendships over ten
weeks this summer, Vanden Bosch says he
can't separate the people from the issues and
immediately asks himself how a proposed
policy might affect the people. Problems are
no longer theoretical. Giving people more
knowledge about other cultures could lead to
drastically different actions, he believes.
But because not everyone can spend a
summer or semester in another country, he's
doing the next best thing-taking them there
through films.
sixteen foreign films set in a variety of
countries. Many used English subtitles, but
that did not daunt the students.
"As long as the story is compelling
enough, subtitles are fine," he says.
Vanden Bosch chose at least two films from
each culture he profiled to give more depth to
bis students' understanding of the people and
their way of life. He watched well over forty
films and read many more reviews before
making his selections. He also tried to choose
films from different countries that comple-
mented each other historically. For example he
showed the French Vietnam film, "Indochine"
along with the Chinese film "To Live" and the
Russian Stalin-era film, "Burnt by the Sun,"
which are all are set in the same era.
In addition to China, Russia, and Vietnam,
the films gav~studetlUi-.glimpses.ohAfr.iean,l::..rlJ
Irish, and Jewish cultures.
"I was surprised at how much students
enjoyed these films," says Vanden Bosch,
reflecting on how different they are from
standard American fare.
The students in Vanden Bosch's class came
from wide variety of majors and brought a
wide range of interests to the discussions. But
one thing they had in common was their
appreciation for the course. One student in
his written response to a film wrote, " ...this is
not to butter you up, but I really enjoy this
class."
Dr. Mike Vanden Bosch's summer in China gave him renewed energy to expose students to other cultures.
Vanden Bosch, who has long been a film
buff, believes that because we are such a
visual culture and because film appeals to
several senses, it allows us to identify with
people and experience life better than any
other media.
Students agree. One student wrote in
response to a Latin American film,
"Sometimes one almost wishes that it didn't
push as hard on the emotion ...." and "The
movie conveyed poverty with great effect.. .."
With his class, Vanden Bosch watched
World hunger activities draw moderate response
History notes
,
From the Voice, September 1957
Enrollment at
Dordt College -11 0
Increase almost 50 percent
lIhe breakdown as to states
is as follows:
-Iowa - 58
-Minnesota - 30
-Wisconsin - 6
-South Dakota - 6
-California - 6
-New Mexico - 2
-Montana - I
-New Jersey - I
Canned Fruits and Vegetables
Last year we had a very
excellent response to our
request for canned fruits
and vegetables for our dor-
mitory. About a thousand
quarts were received from
various ladies societies in
our area. This year we will
have our own cafeteria and
about seventy students will
be fed three times a day.
Since it is difficult to get
part-time jobs for our
students in Sioux Center,
we are trying to keep the cost
of room and board at
a minimum. Our ladies
societies could perform a
valuable service to Dordt
College by providing canned
fruits and vegetables.
.-
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Some students skip a meal regularly. without giving it a thought. However,on Thursday, November 6, those who
skipped lunch benefitted the victims of world
hunger.
The fast, in which Carrie Foods donated
one dollar to Bread for the World for every
meal plan student who skipped lunch, was
one activity in which students could partici-
pate during Dordt's Hunger Awareness Week,
held November 3-7. Other activities included
a panel discussion with Dordt professors Ken
Petersen and Tom Soerens and Northwestern
College professor Mike Yoder that addressed
some of the causes of and responses to world
hunger; a reader's theater coordinated by
John Hofland, who led a discussion and
shared some of his experiences in Hungary;
the fast; and opportunities to pray, write to
government leaders, and donate food to a
local food pantry.
"That week was the CRC hunger week, so
we took off on that," said senior Erin
Uitvlugt, who along with North Hall resident
director Keith Starkenburg helped organize
the week.
Despite the many activities, student partici-
pation was rather low. "If you add up all the
different people who were involved," said
Uitvlugt, "there were quite a few, but at indi-
vidual things there were not too many."
Uitvlugt attributes the low attendance partly
to night classes and other activities.
"Students participated in the most accessi-
ble portions of the week, such as the
Commons fast and prayer," said Starkenburg.
He also said that, as a result of Thursday's
chapel, which featured a speaker from
Compassion International, many students
began sponsoring a child.
"It is difficult to change the way people see
and act, but there was some success," said
Starkenburg. "The best Hunger Awareness
Week would take the entire campus commu-
nity to a Third World country for a week to
immerse the students in a poor culture."
Junior Sarah Walsh thought that it was
"appropriate that Dordt had a world hunger
week. I wish that every week was world
hunger week, because we think about it once,
and then for the rest of the year, it is not in
our faces." If we are serious about eliminat-
ing world hunger, said Walsh, there is a lot
more we can do.
Even though 116 students parricipated in
the Commons fast, those who eat in the
Commons can do something every day.
"The Commons should not be wasting so
much food," said Walsh, "but it is not their
fault; it is the students who eat there." Food
waste on campus is rampant, said Walsh,
adding, if students were thinking about
hunger every day, they could do something
every day.
Campus capsules --------
Students get cash on campus
After three years of negotiation by theStudent Forum, the SUB now contains
an Automated Teller Machine (ATM).
"The idea is that students
now have the convenience
of an ATM right on cam-
pus, so they don't have to
go downtown to get cash-
just like having a mailbox
on campus," said Nathaniel
Zylstra, the current Student
Forum president.
American State Bank is sponsoring the
ATM, which is here on a trial basis, pending
analysis of the number of transactions made.
Being Filled
Dordt's theater department has long had acommitment to producing original work.
Over the years several plays by Christian
playwrights have been staged in the New
World Theatre-some of them student works.
This fall the department put on "Being
Filled" a play written by 1996 graduate Luke
Schelhaas. Schelhaas is now a production
/
assistant in Salt Lake City for the popular
television show "Touched By an Angel."
"Being Filled" was directed by senior the-
ater arts major James Van Dyk, who describes
the work as an exploration in Christian philos-
ophy presented in a postmodern format.
"The emphasis is definitely on the language
of the piece, so the dialogue quickly becomes
the most important element," he says.
But presenting an original work presents
unique challenges to a director-s-especially if
the author is in attendance.
"You can't do any research into how the
play was performed before," says Van Dyk.
"There are no ideas to borrow. You have to
start from scratch. . .. Plus I was nervous.
What if-Luke hated the show?"
Response from both Schelhaas and the
audience was positive.
"The cast was incredible, and lowe them a
great deal of gratitude for all the work they
put into the show," says Van Dyk.
Angel Tree
Dordt students responded generously to theAngel Tree project this Christmas season.
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The computer lab in the Ubrary basement serves as a teaching and learning center.
Library helps students
become information literate
When Sheryl Sheeres Taylor beganher job as a reference librarian inthe Dordt library five years ago,
freshmen in English 101 experienced a whirl-
wind fifty-minute tour of the library in which
they were supposed to learn and remember
how to use everything.
With increasing technology to master,
students have found such an approach prob-
lematic. Information obtained during that
class was not immediately applicable and
didn't stay with them. So Taylor set up a
new program.
"There definitely has to be a reason for
tnerrr.trsdeamdaow touse lli\lPaI;y 0
resources," says Taylor, "and they have to be
able to apply it at that time."
Barb Fennema, user services coordinator,
agrees with Taylor, saying that learning to
use library resources should not involve
pointless busy work. "Students should be
able to apply it to an assignment," says
Fennema, "[we should not] create a new
assignment."
Taylor began developing the Information
Literacy Program with Fennema, who was
hired two years ago. The underlying goal of
the program is to improve the instructional
program of the college. Taylor and Fennema
want students at Dordt College to be informa-
tion literate, able to locate, evaluate, and
appropriately use the information that is
available.
To achieve these goals, Taylor and
Fennema created a three-tiered program.
The first tier, like the old system, involves
English 101 students. However, it now con-
tains six parts spread over four class periods
with portions done outside of class. Starting
with a brief tour of the library, the students
move from general to more specific informa-
tion. A tier one assignment might be to find
a newspaper article on a particular topic via
the computer.
Students experience tier two when they
enter their major. "The resources are so dif-
ferent in the various disciplines," says Taylor.
Students need to learn how to find informa-
tion to support their arguments and discern
what information is useful. Faculty from
four departments received a presentation of
tier two: education; social work; history; and
health, physical education, and recreation.
"Some of them said, 'This is what we've
More than seventy children of inmates in
Iowa and South Dakota received gifts
purchased by groups of Dordt students.
According to junior Matt Nelson who
together with classmate Jon Frump coordinat-
ed the effort, the initial fifty angels with
names of children on them were gone quickly
after being put out on the tree in the Student
Union Building. Nelson managed to obtain
another twenty-two angels. The Angel Tree
project is a branch of Charles Colson's Prison
Fellowship Ministry and provides children of
inmates with two gifts at Christmas time, one
toy and one article of clothing.
Coordinators Nelson and Frump had to
contact the families of the children to deter-
mine what they needed. Once the gifts were
purchased, a group of students drove to Sioux
City to deliver many of them to the children.
The remainder were shipped to children of
families in South Dakota.
"I was a little aftaid when I got fifty angels
from the office in Des Moines that I might be
left with a lot of them," says Nelson. "But we
were very pleased with the response.
Especially upperclassmen in East Campus
really came through."
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Parents Weekend gets
rave reviews
The annual Parents Weekend once againdrew record numbers of visitors to cam-
pus. Over 900 people representing 331
households, nineteen states, four Canadian
provinces, and one other country filled cam-
pus, nearly doubling the population for the
weekend.
Parents Weekend has become a festive time
for parents and their children to reunite, for
alumni to meet each other, and for seeing
firsthand what happens on a college campus.
A concert, a play, sporting events, shared
meals, coffee and cookies, model classes, and
more give visitors many different choices.
In her evaluation of the weekend one
mother wrote, "I did not want to leave. I am
one who would like to be a student also.
There is so much to learn and it's so impor-
tant that Christ is the focus and center of
everything."
Many parents returu year after year: "We
enjoy Parents Weekend each year-four
in a row, now. We feel proud to have three
children at Dordt and praise God for the
opportunities here."
been looking for," says Fennema.
Tier three is currently being used by the
education, history, and social work depart-
ments. In this tier, students receive guidance
on how to do intensive research on a specific
topic within their major.
About the role of technology in the pro-
gram, Fennema says, "We're trying to use
technology to assist us in education, not try
to keep up with it." If the technology is
effective, it will be put into use. But, says
Taylor, when it's quicker to look something
up in an actual dictionary, she won't encour-
age students to use a CD-ROM dictionary.
One important technological addition to the
library is the computer lab that was added in
the summer of 1996. According to Fennema,
it greatly enhances instruction as she and
Taylor teach students how to use computer
resources, and it also gives students ready
access to all types of information in one loca-
tion.
The response to the program has been posi-
tive' said Fennema. One reason for its suc-
cess is faculty cooperation. Three English
101 professors are currently using the pro-
gram as it is outlined by Fennema and Taylor.
Another is using a slightly different version.
More extensive use of tiers two and three is
also expected as more professors become
aware of this resource and work it into their
course planning.
Taylor and Fennema
want students at
Dordt College to be
information literate,
able to locate, evalu-
ate, and appropriately
use the information
that is available.
"
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There are always people in Dordt's new recreation center.
Rec center users
higher than expected
As fundraising for the recreation centercontinues, the turnstile in the newfacility keeps turning. According to
Recreation Center director Glenn Bouma,
750-800 people walk through the doors each
day, 4500-5000 each week.
"Those numbers have surpassed our expec-
tations," says Bouma. "We did not expect to
see that number on a daily basis."
Nearly 2000 people are eligible users of the
facility. These include students, college staff,
and community members. To date the college
has sold 370 memberships, which help defray
operating expenses.
"During the peak hours it is pretty full,"
says Bouma. Intramural games bring hun- .
dreds of students to the building. And many
come during the popular workout times
between three and five in the afternoon and
seven and eleven in the evening. Community
members with memberships often try to find
time when fewer students are there. Mornings
from six to seven find many of them walking
the track or working out in the weight or
exercise rooms.
Those numbers
have surpassed
our expectations,
"
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Environmental
Studies gets
new status
san Jcngsma
Dordt's environmental studies major finally has its own home. Beginningthis year the environmental studies program formally hecame the environ-mental studies department. Although benefits from the change will be pri-
marily admiuistrative, giving the program department status also gives it more visi-
bility and maybe greater respect. And the program has heen heefed up as well.
Environmental studies by its nature is interdisciplinary, says department chair Dr.
Ken Petersen.
''There is virtually nothing we do as humans that doesn't affect the non-human
creation in which we live," he adds. To he wise stewards it is not enough to know
about auimals or plants; you need to know their habits, the economic and public
policies that affect them, and the social and ethical implications of laws and
actions, he says. Such a wide range of emphases means that environmental studies
programs have sometimes spread themselves pretty thin.
"You not only need a breadth of knowledge but also a depth of knowledge in
order to do siguificant work in the field," he adds.
To give both breadth and depth, Dordt environmental studies majors all take a
core of courses to give them a grounding in the field. Each student must also pur-
sue a specific area that interests them: creatures, the physical world, Or human
social structures. Based on that choice they take more science courses or more
political science and economics courses, for example.
The range of careers for environmental studies majors is wide-from air quality
engineer to community relations manager to forester to lobbyist to urban developer.
The field is wide open and the time is right to explore these careers, says Petersen,
who is deeply committed to educating for environmental stewardship.
Students in Dr.
Ken Petersen's
ecology class
measure oxygen
levels in Lake
Okoboji.
Christians should
be at the forefront
of efforts to
keep the earth.
"
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nWhat issues do you address in
~ntroductory courses?
A We try to cultivate in our students anunderstanding that "environmental
studies" cannot simply be an interesting
fad. Our starting point is that stewardship is a
scriptural command. Keeping the earth is not
only a good vocation for a few professionals, it
is a lifestyle commitment for all of God's peo-
ple. That thread is woven through the program
as a whole.
We then begin to develop an understanding
of how creation works physically and biologi-
cally, seeing how creation is groaning as a
result of our failure to obey the call to steward-
ship. The interdisciplinary nature of environ-
mental studies becomes evident as we study
these effects. Good stewardship requires much
more than a foundation in the natural sciences.
Effective earthkeepers also must understand
human social structures such as economics and
politics. That is why we call the program
environmental studies as opposed to environ-
mental science.nWhat is the biggest environmental
~hallenge our society faces?
I believe it is our failure to understand
A the difference between ownership andstewardship; between selfless love!
servanthood and selfish, greedy idolatry;
between contentment and continually grasping
for more; between growth and sustainability.
offers. He created people in his image and
gave us the charge to keep his creation. We
also have been given dominion, but this place
of honor is set within the context of a garden
that has been blessed with vibrant fullness and
fruitfulness and that is provisioned daily by
the God for whom we steward. As image
bearers, then, we are to exercise this rule with
servant-hearts and with the love that God
showers upon all of his creatures. We have
sinned in our failure to keep the earth and in
our desire to grasp rather than to serve. But
God has loved the cosmos and has offered
redemption through the sacrifice of his Son
Jesus Christ. As peuitent, forgiven, and grate-
ful disciples of Jesus, we are enabled by the
power of his Holy Spirit to he God's instru-
ments in keeping and redeeming all of cre-
ation.
Once we understand the powerful scriptural
command, "tree-hugging" shouldn't sound all
that bad. Idon't care for the term "tree-hug-
gers" because of the negative connotations of
the phrase, but Iwould encourage my brothers
and sisters to develop an affection, even love,
for the non-human creation. Scripture makes
clear that God is very fond of the sparrows,
behemoths, lilies, and other creatures and pro-
vides for them moment by moment. This is
the God whose image we bear and who has
entrusted these creatures to our care. Anything
but love for these creatures is a denial of the
image of God in us. Of course, Scripture also
makes clear that we are not to worship any
part of the creation; God alone is worthy of
worship. But it is possible, and right, to
develop an agape (sacrificial) love for the
non-human creation.
I think Christians should be at the forefront
of efforts to keep the earth. That we have not
always been and that God is using (I believe)
many secular groups to do work that the body
of Christ is failing to do should be a source of
shame to us all.
Q;y do you think environmentalistse stereotypically such a passionate
group?
A I think it is because they understandthe immensity of what is at stake, and
because they perceive the degradation
being wrought by people on the earth's fabric.
Many non-Christians take care of the planet
because your and my well-being depends on it,
but a Christian's motivation is to care for the
planet because it belongs to the Lord and he
commanded us to keep it. Stewardship of the
creation, then, is something we should be pas-
sionate about, just as we should be passionate
about human life, justice, righteousness, evan-
gelism, and all of God's commands for our
lives.
Dr. Ken Petersen and environmental studies major Lisa Thbben examine switch grass growing in the prairie
plot behind the science building.
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But there are more: our exponentially
increasing consumption of the earth's "fruit"
with an accompanying deterioration of our
ability to be fruitful (a blessing given in
Genesis 1 both to people and non-human crea-
tures); gluttonous consumption by the U.S. and
other industrialized nations that leads directly
and indirectly to human poverty; defilement of
the earth's water, soils, and atmosphere; and
increasingly fewer groups of creatures, created
and declared good by the Creator.
People, of course, have been given the bless-
ing to use the non-human creation for our
needs. But we have abused that blessing in
many ways. Much of our use is unnecessary,
unsustainable, and exploitative. The prophet
Nahum suggests that part of the reason for
God's judgment on Assyria was its abusive
stripping of the land (Nahum 3:16).l:l:at is your basis for such an analysis?
The first three tasks given to people
i\\.~fterthe Lord created them were:
~ work (serve) the creation (Gen. 2:15)
(The Hebrew word abad which is here
translated "work" can also be translated
"serve.")
2) to take care of the creation (Gen. 2: is)
3) to name creatures (Gen. 2:19-20) (In
the Hebrew tradition, naming something
meant that you knew something about
what you were naming.)
The Bible speaks to the issue of stewardship
often. In Leviticus 25:2 it says, "The land
itself must observe a sabbath to the Lord."
And in Revelation 11:18, "The time has come
for judging the dead, and for rewarding your
servants the prophets and your saints and
those who reverence your name, both small
and great-and for destroying those who
destroy the earth."
We also read, "Woe to you who add house
to house and join field to field till no space is
left and you live alone in the land" (Isa. 5:8),
and "But ask the animals, and they will teach
you, or the birds of the air, and they will tell
you; or speak to the earth, and it will teach
you, or let the fish of the sea inform you"
(Job 12:7-8).
ltHOWdo you address Christians whothink of environmental conservation-ists as "tree huggers."
I calmly (most of the time) try to pointA to the scriptural command that allChristians have received to steward the
creation. Briefly stated, the biblical basis for
creation stewardship is this: The earth is the
Lord's. He created it, declares it good, knows
it intimately, lovingly sustains it, and takes
delight in the praise that all of his creation
Plumbline
The best coffee is for the birds
Dr. Chris Goedhart
Chances are that sometime today, ifyou're like tens of millions of typicalAmericans, you' 11stop once or more
for a cup of coffee. Coffee, whether the weak-
kneed light-brown social lubricant of Sioux
County "koffie-kletzes" or the full-bodied rich-
ly-colored stimulant of the workplace, is often
the beverage of choice morning, noon, and
night. While some consider a cup of coffee an
innocent luxury of life, others argue that coffee
is a necessity; the day doesn't start without a
cup of joe. Furthermore, with a nationwide
proliferation of coffee bars and neighborhood
convenience stores serving their coffee, espres-
sos, cappuccinos and caffe lattes, OUf choices
have multiplied. It has been said that
"Nowadays it's tougher to choose a cup of cof-
fee than a long distance carrier."
Maybe you disagree with that last statement.
You pour a mugful of coffee from the same pot
you used last week and last year. This same pot
will be the source of coffee next week. You
have few doubts that this will continue on into
the future. As far as you are concerned that is
the end of the story.
Farmer and author Wendell Berry identifies
such unconscious consum~.tion as industrial
eating (or drinking).
The industrial eater, according to Berry, is
one who does not know that eating is an agri-
cultural act, who no longer knows or imagines
the connections between eating and the land,
and who is therefore necessarily passive and
uncritical-in short, a victim. When food, in
the minds of eaters, is no longer associated
with farming and with the land, then the eaters
are suffering a kind of cultural amnesia that is
misleading and dangerous.
Furthermore, Berry adds, "how we eat deter-
mines, to a considerable extent, how the world
is used." Coffee consumption provides an
excellent example of the influence of our con-
sumption on the well-being of both humans
and the non-human creation.
About 200 migratory bird species that breed
in the United States will winter in regions of
Southern Mexico, Central America, and north-
ern South America that are also noted for their
coffee production. These birds include tan-
agers, thrushes, whippoorwills, warblers, ori-
oles, grossbeaks, and flycatchers. Quite
notably, the populations of over half of migra-
tory bird species have decreased significantly
over much of North America since 1982.
These population losses may have resulted
from a number of factors, but one of the most
important factors has been the loss of winter
forest hahitat in the Caribbean region. The
Smithsonian Migratory Bird Center issued a
report last year titled, "Coffee, Conservation,
and Commerce in the Western Hemisphere."
This report indicates that since the mid-
1970s there has been a push to modernize the
coffee sector in much of Northern Latin
America. This modernization consisted of the
replacement of older varieties of coffee with
newer varieties that responded well to
increased chemical inputs and to higher
amounts of sunlight obtained by removing the
tree canopy. Traditionally, coffee was grown
under forest or mixed-tree canopies, which
provided shade to coffee, an understory plant.
Unfortunately, although the changes
dramatically increased productivity, they
reduced migratory bird populations in the cof-
fee groves by about ninety percent. While forty
percent of the coffee acreage has been trans-
formed to sun-coffee, an additional sixty per-
cent of the existing rain forest was destroyed
over the past forty years. Thus the loss of
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forests and the development of
monoculture coffee dramatically
reduced migratory bird habitat.
Currently, some Central
American ecologists and North
American ornithologists are
discussing ways to preserve
wildlife habitat by maintaining
properly managed traditional
coffee grown under shade.
The Smithsonian Migratory
Bird Center study also identified
how native farmers can benefit
from traditional coffee.
Traditional coffee groves can
supply timber and food even in
times when coffee prices decline
dramatically. Furthermore, per-
haps the most exciting develop-
ment is that several fair trade
organizations have developed
long-term relationships with
cooperatives of coffee growers.
In these relationships, growers
are guaranteed prices that will
not drop below a floor price of
$1.26 per pound of coffee beans. Over the past
five years coffee bean prices have fallen at
times to almost half this value. Money from
fair trade organizations is used to provide
health clinics, education for children, and
extension education in caring for the land and
the coffee.
This should be contrasted with attitudes of
many of the largest coffee traders in the world.
George Brooklin, president of the National
Coffee Association, which represents compa-
nies such as Nestle's, General Foods, and
Folgers is quoted in Audubon as saying,
"Coffee companies don't buy shade coffee or
snn coffee or any particular thing. It's all about
maintaining a consistent taste profile. Taste is
the key." Andrea Cook, of Nestle's Beverages,
was quoted in the same issue of Audubon as
saying, "Price and quality are our two
determinants; we have no relationship with the
coffee growers."
I hope that I don't have to convince you that
the attitudes of the growing number of smaller
retailers such as Equal Exchange, Seattle's Best
_.0:
Coffee, Thanksgiving Coffee, or Millstone
Coffee reflect a more normative view of
care for the environment and care for people.
I urge you to become an informed consumer
rather than an industrial consumer. I will leave
the parallels between production of coffee and
other foods and consumables to you. Consider
how you are fulfilling your roles as steward
and as your brother's keeper as you make the
many daily decisions that come with living on
Earth.
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use of styrofoam cups on campus.
Shamar, which in the Hebrew means to
keep or take care of in a loving way, began
last year with a group of students in an envi-
ronmental studies class who felt something
was missing on campus, says Rueck. They
began talking and meeting and soon set some
goals for the group.
"There is a real sense of unity at Shamar
meetings," Rueck adds. Students are
excited about seeing issues addressed and
working as a team to bring change. "At
meetings, when we ask for volunteers to
help with a particular project, hands go up
allover."
In addition to the activities already going
on, the club hopes to bring the president of
the Christian Environmental Association to
campus to speak later this year. They also are
planning a variety of activities for Earth Day
next spring. And they hope to hold a fund-
raiser to raise money to help buy a piece of a
rain forest to guarantee its preservation for
the future.
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North Americans-induding and especially college students-bave come to rely on a ready supply of coffee to
get them through the day-and evening.
I urge you
to become an
informed consumer
rather than an
industrial consumer.
".'··
··
Dr. Chris Goedbart teaches
agriculture courses at Dordt.
Student environmental club
puts words into action
Shamar is one of the newest clubs oncampus. Its nearly eighty members areactively committed to environmental
stewardship.
According to the club's president, Dan
Rueck, the club tries to promote stewardly
choices across campus and expose members
to different aspects of the creation.
"It seems like you can't love something
that you haven't experienced or know
intimately," he says.
So far club members have gone on a canoe
trip to bring them to a greater appreciation of
the world God made, and they have adopted
a two-mile stretch of Highway 75 south of
Sioux Center. They have also focused cam-
pus attention on paper use, working with the
college to encourage both students and
offices to be more conscious in their use of
this resource.
Rueck says that groups of students do
research and then make proposals for change
through Student Forum. At present they are
addressing the issue of further reducing the
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choice. These students were senior
·Jessica Vanderwerff, whose poem
"Letters" received first place; senior
Laryn Bakker, who won third place with
"Niagara"; and junior Renee Hoekstra and
senior Sarah Bliss, who each received
honorable mentions. Graduates Kate
Dekker and Luke Schelhaas also had
poems published in Lyrical Iowa, which
were read by Sarah Bliss and Professor
David Schelhaas, respectively. Treick
then concluded the reading with seven
more of her poems.
Vanden Bosch hopes to hold the next
reading in April. This time it will be open
to any students who wish to read some of
their work.
Poetry reading highlights student work
Poetry is not
meant to be
read silently....
You have to hear
the poem to know
what it means.
"
~~ Vander Giessen
Professor Mike Vanden Boschbelieves that "poetry is not meantto be read silently.... Sounds
contribute to the meaning. You have to
hear the poem to know what it means."
For this reason, Vanden Bosch orga-
nizes periodic student poetry readings, the
most recent of which took place on
Sunday. November 9.
The reading featured senior Paula
Treick, an English writing and literature
major from Modesto, California, who is
currently involved in an individual study
on poetry.
"This semester, I'm inunersing myself
in poetry." says Treick. "My assignments
LETTERS
on pink hello kitty paper
we wrote letters to her dad,
shoved them inside
two short skinny rubber necks.
up in the wind they wafted
scarcely ntissing the apple trees.
holding the messages tight inside
that could never be spoken again.
and on the hill
young girls watched, trusted, and believed
those balloons would arrive
at heaven's post office
and be delivered to her dad.
Jessica Vanderwerff
Senior
Bothall, Washington
for this class are to read as much as I can
and write as much as I can," she explains.
"Professor Vanden Bosch and Imeet once
a week, where we look over that week's
work."
Treick's work this semester culminated
in the half-hour Sunday night poetry read-
ing. "When Dr. Vanden Bosch and I
decided to do this individual study," says
Treick, "one of the requirements we set
was that Iwould do an individual poetry
reading."
Treick did share the podium, though.
After she read fourteen of her own poems,
four other students whose poems appeared
in the 1997 Lyrical Iowa poetry anthology
had the opportunity to share their winning
pieces and another selection of their
NIAGARA
It has become the main attraction in
a circus sideshow, dutifully pouring its
2 J 2 thousand cubic feet of water
each second and lightly kissing the
$5.95 thrill seekers who journey
down daily
to conquer the beast in their protective
yellow ponchos.
Iron railings once built to protect
the people from falls now serve
as jungle gyms for screaming Japanese
children and casual footrests for the
wax spectators who peer sleepily
at it while
they think about haunted houses, and
how the tour buses all know which
way to migrate, and
how they just saw Elvis that morning.
Laryn Bakker
Senior
Winnipeg, Manitoba
College adopts a new graphic look
The new logo is an attempt to be
more classic and less stylized.
The old logo, in use since the 70s,
was designed to work with beavy
I,;i\Gra;;;ces;;;;;;.' ~--
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ANTHOLOGY
thousands of pages of
fine-print text
containing the complete works of
Men.
Where did the history of women go?
Were they lost in the pain of childbirth,
scrubbed skinless on washboards,
hidden in the wrinkles of their brow?
Today we will study: Men.
Tomorrow: Men.
Write your response to the works of:
Men.
And in all of this where do you fit?
You are a-woman?
Paula Treick
Senior
Modesto, California
Anew logo has begun to appear onDordt College printed materials.During the spring semester Dordt
College offices will begin to use new sta-
tionery. Signs are being repainted. Dordt
College has a new graphic identity.
Jim De Young, director of public relations
explains: '''Graphic identity' refers to the
visual elements that an entity uses to repre-
sent itself. Usually graphic identity is made
up of things like a logo, a wordmark [the
way the name of the organization is rendered
in type], and colors."
A review had established that Dordt
College's graphic identity could use some
work. "We had two problems," says De
Young. "We were inconsistent and we were
dated. For instance, we were using a couple
of different letterhead designs and three or
four different wordmarks. I think the lack of
consistency came about because commit-
ment to the original wordmark and logo
wanned as they became dated." The existing
logo had been designed to coordinate with
heavy typefaces that were in vogue in the
'70s, but designers have found it difficult to
use with the finer, more classic typefaces
that have come back into favor.
The decision to replace the logo did not
come easily.
"It's always a bit dangerous to replace a
logo," says De Young, who chaired the task
force that directed the redesign process.
"People become attached to the logo that
they've come to associate with 'their' insti-
tution and don't like to see it changed.
Then, too, there's the difficulty of conting up
with something new that represents the insti-
tution well, replacing something that has
come to represent the institution in people's
minds, perhaps simply by dint of longevity."
De Young and the other members of the
task force-s-director of printing Fred Haan,
Voiceeditor Sally Jongsma, and art professor
Jake Van Wyk-began by asking whether
the existing logo needed to be replaced. All
four have worked extensively with the logo
and had their own experience to draw upon.
"We have discovered over the years that,
while those within the Dordt community rec-
ognized the logo, it didn't communicate well
to the uninitiated. It has frequently been
placed upside down by printers and design-
ers, for instance," says Jongsma.
Even members of the Dordt faculty, staff,
and student body didn't always 'see' the
logo correctly. In focus groups held early in
the redesign process some people learned for
the first time that the center of the logo out-
lined a cross. A few were even surprised to
discover that the black lines represented the
letters 0 and C.
"As we became convinced that we needed
to discontinue use of the old logo, we decided
that, if we were going to have a logo at all, it
should be more classic, less stylized, holding
/
the prontise of being more adaptable to
changing tastes in typefaces and graphic
design," says De Young.
Following the series of focus group meet-
ings, the task force also decided that a new
logo should incorporate the elements of pre-
vious logos (there have been two )-the ini-
tials DC and a cross.
The task force enlisted the services of a
freelance designer who produced a number
of possible logo designs to choose from,
then refined the design that the task force
chose with the input of other members of the
campus community. The designer. Dave
Piro, formerly of Sioux Center, now working
in LaCrosse, Wisconsin, also provided a
coordinating wordmark and a complete
package of stationery designs.
Task force members are very happy with
the outcome of the project. "I've heard of
campuses where these sorts of undertakings
are the focus of enormous controversy and
resistance," De Young laughs, going on to say
that they have met with great cooperation in
the process and enthusiasm for the changes.
The task force has developed a timeline
that calls for the phasing in of new sta-
tionery items during the spring semester,
placing new elements in print materials as
they are produced, and a more gradual
replacement of old with new in signs, cloth-
ing, and other on-campus uses.
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International association links Christian
institutions from around the world
SaD J~ma
Its acronym has always been amouthful,occasionally raising an eyebrow orbringing a smile. Originally called
ICICHE (affectionately known as ick-icky),
IAPCHE-the International Association for
the Promotion of Christian Higher
Education-has changed its name and
structure over the years, but its purpose has
remained firm: to create a world-wide
community of scholars and institutions, an
academic network that furthers the impact
and work of Christian higher education.
IAPCHE has long had a close association
with Dordt College. For years, Dordt philoso-
phy professor Dr. John C. Vander Stelt served
as its executive secretary, and Dr. J.B. Hulst
served as chair of the board. Last year, fol-
lowing his retirement as Dordt College presi-
dent, Hulst took over the responsibility of
executive secretary and has spent much of the
past year traveling, speaking, and planning on
behalf of the association.
Several years ago the organization changed
from one made up only of institutions to one
made up primarily of scholars. This change
allowed Christians from a wider range of
institutions to benefit from the network set up
by IAPCHE. Today IAPCHE draws its nearly
250 individual and twenty-nine institutional
members from around the globe.
According to Hulst, IAPCHE has devel-
oped a network of Christian reformational
scholars around the world, making available
information about where members teach,
what they teach, and the topic of their disser-
tation and writings. Board members represent
Great Britain, The Netherlands, Kenya, Peru,
Costa Rica, Indonesia, the Philippines,
Hungary, the United States, Canada, and
South Africa. Its members come from an
even wider range of countries.
Hulst and other IAPCHE leaders are reach-
ing out to Christian institutions and scholars
across the globe with a reformational vision
that acknowledges Jesus Christ as Lord over
all creation.
In academia, Islam, Roman Catholicism,
and secularism have a much stronger presence
than Reformational Christianity, says Vander
Stelt, now chair of the board. Dr. Sidney
Rooy of Costa Rica adds that in Latin
America higher education has been dominated
by secular and Catholic institutions, but the
need for Reformed Christian higher education
is growing as students leave the growing
numbers of Christian elementary and sec-
ondary schools. These schools, he believes,
sometimes view faith very vertically between
God and a person, without seeing the implica-
tions for the rest of creation. Rooy and others
are urging regional conferences where mem-
bers of young institutions, who seldom have
extra funds for traveling, can get together to
learu from each other and from scholars from
around the world how faith shapes their edu-
cational work.
In Indonesia, says Dr. Theodorus Setiawan,
it is sometimes difficult for people to see the
difference between Christian universities and
secular ones. He believes they need to continue
to grapple with fundamental issues about what
makes education Christian.
In South Africa, says Dr. Bennie van der
Walt from Potchefstroom University for
Christian Higher Education, the constitution
permits Christian higher education, and, in
fact, Christian education has been part of the
culture. But his university is the only
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and "The Idea of a Christian
University." In September of 1996, he
spoke at the 50th anniversary celebra-
tion of Kosin University in Pusan,
Korea, and at the International
Symposium on Christian Higher
Education at Kosin. While there he
visited ten universities and seminaries
in Korea on behalf of IAPCHE.
He gave the keynote address at a
Daystar University Conference,
Nairobi, Kenya, in January of 1997
and visited three East African colleges
and universities on behalf of IAPCHE
and CCCU. March of 1997 brought
him to the Association for a Reformed
University meeting at Redeemer
College in Ancaster, Ontario, and vis-
its with eight universities and colleges
on behalf of IAPCHE. Following that,
he traveled to the Russian-American
Christian University in Moscow, the
CCCU Russian studies program in
Nishni Novgorod, the Institute for
Open Christianity in St. Petersburg,
and the Academy of Sciences at the
University of St.
Petersburg on
behalf of IAPCHE
andCCCU.
In June, after attending the
"Conversations with
Newbigin" conference in
Leeds, England, Hulst visited
four universities and schools
in The Netherlands. And in
November, he delivered a
series of lectures at Soongsil
University, Seoul, Korea, for
the Fifth International
Symposium on Culture
and Theology and lectured
for the Korean Reformed
Theological Association.
"We're exploring what we
can do that individual institu-
tions aren't doing or can't do,"
says Hulst. "We want to pro-
vide the maximum leadership
possible with our limited
resources."
Dr. J.B. Hulst promotes Christian higher education globally
as executive secretary of IAPCHE.
remaining Christian institution in the country,
and he is not sure how the new government
will interpret current laws.
Korea has seen tremendous growth in
Christian education, but signs of Buddhist
culture are still close at hand. Educational
leaders such as Dr. Sung Soo Kim are taking
very seriously the need to integrate faith and
work to give their students a holistic world-
view that will shape their lives.
While the issues institutions face are fairly
clear, the best strategies for action are less so.
As executive secretary, Hulst has contacted
thirty-two institutions around the world, shar-
ing the mission oflAPCHE, adding to the
network of scholars, and listening to needs
and ideas.
Since his retirement, Hulst has traveled
extensively to promote the cause of Christian
higher education through IAPCHE. In July
1996 he spoke at a conference in Sydney,
Australia, on "Shaping the Christian Mind"
Are you striving to integrate yourChristian faith in your teaching?Are you looking for exciting
professional development opportunities
that fit your busy life? Dordt College's
graduate program was designed with
you in mind.
Master of Education Degree
Complete your degree in curriculum and instruction
in as few as three summers. Spend one week on
campus per course, plus pre-campus assignments.
We're exploring
what we can do
that individual
institutions aren't
doing or can't do.
"
Dr. 'Ibeodorus SetIawan, from Indonesia, allended an
executive meeting of IAPCHE at Donlt College this
summer.
Preparing leaders
in Christian education
DORDT
COLLEGE
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250 • 1-800-343-6738
http://www.dordt.edu
July at Dordt
Week One
• Introduction to Graduate Research
• Structuring School Curriculum
• Integrating Technology and Education
Week Two
• Learning Theories for Today's Student
• Constructing Thematic Units
• Implementing Instructional Strategies
Week Three
• Current Issues in Education
• Inclusion of Students With Special Needs
- plus one-credit mini-courses and a free
curriculum writing workshop.
"Dordt's
master of
education
program has
helped me
unite my
Christian
perspective
with my
classroom
teaching. "
Jon Kroeze
1997 grad
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Faculty News
Yield in Com." Agron. J. 89:813-821.English professor David Schelhaas's article,
"Against Formal Grammar Instruction,"
appeared in the December 1997 issue of the
Christian Educators Journal. Schelhaas also
wrote four meditations published in The
Banner during the months of November and
December.
On October 16 and 17, Dr. Jack Fennema,
director of graduate education, conducted two
workshops at the ACSI convention in
Minneapolis: "Biblical Nurture: Disciplining
Children in the Lord" and "Biblical
Admonition: Confronting Young People in
the Lord."
On November 14, he presented an academic
paper on "The Role of the Religious Heart in
the Motivational Process: A Judeo-Christian
Perspective" at the Midwest Association of
Teachers of Educational Psychology at Miami
University in Oxford, Ohio.
Dr. Henry Duitman served as coordinator
of the 1997 Iowa Collegiate All-Star Honors
Band held in Ames on November 21 and 22.
The eighty-five piece Concert Band included
students from seventeen Iowa colleges and
universities. Four students from Dordt
College attended the event that was conducted
by Ray E. Cramer, Director of Bands at
Indiana University.
Duitman is a founding member of the orga-
nizing committee for this annual event, now
in its fourth year.
Dr. Pam Adams, professor of education,
presented two sectionals at the Christian
Educators Association Conference in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, on October 24. The
tiles of the sectionals were "How You Teach
Reading: Is It Influenced by Your View of
Biblical Authority?" and "Using Children's
Literature: Books That Help Develop a
Christian Worldview.'
Adams also had two articles published in
the Christian Educators Journal. The October
issue carried the article "Using the Freedom
We Have," and in the December issue she
reviewed the book Literacy at the
Crossroads-Crucial Talk About Reading,
Writing and Other Teaching Dilemmas by
Regie Routman.
Dr. John Visser, professor of business,
has been appointed to work with a project
sponsored by the Agency for International
Development, Mercy Corp International, and
the Coalition of Christian Colleges and
Universities to develop curriculum that shows
the connection between good government and
business and economic health in a variety of
countries.
Dr. James C. Schaap was the featured lec-
turer at the Christian Educators Association
annual conference in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
He also participated in the commemoration of
the Phoenix disaster in the Sheboygan,
Wisconsin, area November 20-22-150 years
after the tragic death in 1847 of almost 200
Dutch immigrants off Lake Michigan's
shores.
The December 17th issue of Christian
Century printed Schaap's article "On Truth,
Fiction, and Being a Christian Writer." The
Other Side published his story "What a Man
Would Do" in the January 1998 issue.
Dr. Robb De Haan was the primary author of
an article that appeared in the September-
October issue of the Agronomy Journal. It is
titled "The Effect of Annual Medic Smother
Plants on Weed Control and Yield in Com."
The article reports some of the research De
Haan conducted for his doctoral dissertation.
The objective of the study was to evaluate the
use of annual medics (annual plants related to
alfalfa) for nonchemical weed control in com.
The reference is: De Haan, R.L., C.C. Sheafer,
and D.K. Barnes. 1997. "Effect of Annual
Medic Smother Plants on Weed Control and
Faire Aire Winds take to the road
Qne group of Dordt facultymembers have been exuber-ant all fall. Four women
who make up the Faire Aire Winds
are thoroughly enjoying themselves,
says Dr. Karen De Mol, chair of the
music department and an accom-
plished clarinet player. De Mol, who
was on leave this semester, joined
three adjunct music instructors in a
wind quartet that made over thirty
appearances in school assemblies
and chapels, church services, and
community concerts in the Midwest.
The players learned new repertoire,
met wonderful people, and best of
all, had an incredibly good time
playing together-and stretching
themselves as musicians at the same
time.
"It's like someone in another dis-
cipline giving a lecture," says De
Mol. "We are showing people what
we do at Dordt College."
The quartet is made up of De Mol
on clarinet, Diana Cherry on flute, Berta
Graham on oboe, and Loretta Thomas on bas-
soon. Although De Mol is the only full-time
Dordt music faculty member, the others are
professional musicians who play in orchestras
in Northwest Iowa, South Dakota, and South-
west Minnesota. They also teach their instru-
ment at several colleges in the area, including
Dordt.
In their elementary school visits, the
Karen De Mol, Loretta Thomas, Berta Graham, and
Diana Cherry make. up the Faire Aire Winds,
a faculty ensemble.
It's like someone in
another discipline
giving a lecture,
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women presented programs that demonstrated
each instrument and its capabilities. In high
school chapels they focused on Psalm 150-
praising the Lord with instruments. In church
services they offered preludes, offertories,
and postludes, and they accompanied congre-
gational singing. In concert they played a
challenging variety of traditional and contem-
porary wind pieces, from a Mozart Divert-
imento to a humorous piece by Chailley.
Highlights of the concerts were playing in
the historic Pella Opera House in Pella, Iowa,
and in the James J. Hill mansion in SI. Paul,
Minnesota, says De Mol.
But assisting school music programs was
almost as exciting. Through their woodwind
clinics, conversations with music teachers,
and work with individual students, they
shared their love for their instruments and the
music they produce.
De Mol says she not only learned new
repertoire but also new techniques she will
use in her teaching. Having the time to prac-
tice three hours a day and explore new litera-
ture will give her more to offer her students,
she believes.
, De Mol returns to the classroom second
semester, so the number of performances the
Faire Aire Winds can schedule will decrease,
but certainly not end.
"It's been a wonderful combination of out-
reach for Dordt, service to schools, and
opportunity for professional growth." says De
Mol. The twinkle in her eyes and the lilt in
her voice tells more. It's been lots of fun.
/
Drs. Murat Tanyel and Willis Alberda
attended the National Science Foundation
Instrumentation and Laboratory Improvement
Program (ILl) grant-writing workshop spon-
sored by the Association of College and
University Offices held in Washington, D.C.,
on October 3, 1997.
On November 1, physics professor Dr. John
Zwart gave a talk titled "Spinning Tubes: An
Exercise in Laboratory Problem Solving" to
the Iowa chapter of the American Association
of Physics Teachers. The meeting was held at
Central College in Pella, Iowa.
Agriculture professor Ron Vos recently pre-
sented a paper at the 52nd Annual Conference
of the Northcentral Weed Science Society.
His paper was titled "Allelopathy of Three
Annual Medics."
Dordt Press
new release
From Creation
to Consummation
by GerardVan Groningen
A thorough explanation of the eschato-
logical implications of the messianic pres-
ence and task, focusing especially on the
themes of covenant and the kingdom of
God. Van Groningen begins by focusing
on biblical revelation concerning the cre-
ation: God's creating acts, human-kind's
place within creation, the fall, and the
promise of redemption. Part two follows
the path of God's covenant, kingdom-
establishing work from Abraham to the
Babylonian exile. Written for both the
biblical scholar and the serious lay reader,
the book includes many study aids: exten-
sive footnotes and bibliography, an
exhaustive subject index, and an index to
Scripture texts cited. The author, now
retired from Covenant Theological
Seminary, St. Louis, has also taught at
Reformed Theological Seminary and
Dordt College, as well as theological
schools in Australia and Brazil.
hardcover, 624 pgs., $3695 u.s.
,
teacher's aid
Letters to Lisa:
by John Van Dyk
An engaging series of letters explores
what it means to be a Christian teacher.
Addresses practical classroom questions
ranging from the use of worksheets and
meeting individual needs to issues of
competition, curriculum, and profession-
alism. Intended first of all for teachers,
this book will be valuable to anyone inter-
ested in Christian education.
paperback, 217 pgs., $11.95 U.S.
DORDT COLLEGE PRESS
498 4th Avenue NE,
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250
phone: 712-722-6421
dordrpressrs'dordt. edu
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Fall sports updates
Cross country runners
earn trip to nationals
D ordt's cross country team finished. another successful season when fourrunners competed at the NAIA
Nationals in Kenosha, Wisconsin. Junior
Becky Van De Griend (Orange City, Iowa)
and freshman Heidi Bartholomew (Spokane,
Washington) ran in the women's finals.
Representing Dordt for the men were sopho-
mores Jeff Summerhays (Brantford, Ontario)
and Scott De Weerd (Rock Valley, Iowa).
Both Dordt teams placed second in the
SDIC finals, each narrowly missing the
championship-the women by just two
points. Easing the disappointment of two
"almost" championships was the fact that
Dordt's combined women's and men' s scores
were the best in the eight-college conference.
Women's volleyball
captures conference
championship
With no seniors, only two juniors, anda host of underclassmen, Tom VanDen Bosch made big strides in his
first year as the head coach of the Dordt
College women's volleyball program.
Finishing 22-14 the Lady Defenders wrapped
up the season with their third straight confer-
ence championship, and third consecutive trip
to the NAJA Great Plains Regionals.
Led by junior co-captains Mindy Boogerd
(Rock Valley, Jowa) and Janna (Bouma) Van
Donge (Sioux Center, Iowa) the Lady
Defenders will have a strong nucleus back in
1998. Only one player will be lost from this
year's team, Trisha Brouwer (sophomore,
Prinsburg, Minnesota), who is transferring to
nursing school next year.
Karen Netz (freshman, Pella, Iowa) and
Boog .. d led Dordt in kills this season with
3.3 and 3.2 respectively. Sophomore setter
Colleen Evenhouse (Pella, Iowa) averaged
11.6 assists per game.
The future looks bright for the volleyball
program with its many returning talented
young players. In addition, Iowa High School
Volleyball Player-of-the- Year Darci Bouma
(Orange City Unity Christian) recently
announced she will be attending Dordt next
fall.
-
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Dordt athletes again earn NAIA All-
American Scholar Athlete Awards
Once again Dordt athletes earned national honors for their
combination of academic and athletic skill. This year's recently
named recipients were
Cross country
Catherine Palmer, Long Pine, Nebraska
Sarah Pluim, Orange City, Iowa
Kristen Schemmerhorn, Lincoln, Nebraska
Becky Van De Griend, Orange City, Iowa
Soccer
Amos Doornbos, Jordan Station, Ontario
Steve Gerritsma, SI. Catharines, Ontario
Erek Van Riessen, Lee's Summit, Missouri
Volleyball
Janna (Bouma) Van Donge, Sioux Center, Iowa
Sports info
via e-mail
Soccer goalie earns national honor
After playing a tough 1997 schedule,the Dordt men's soccer teamwrapped up the season at 11-6-2.
The Dordt men ended their season in
Rapid City, South Dakota, with a 3-1
loss to National College 3-1 in the
Great Plains Independent Region semi-
finals.
Junior Jon Pelster (Edmonton, Alberta)
scored seven goals this season to lead the
Defenders.
Seniors Erek Van Riessen (Lee's Summit,
Missouri) and Amos Doornbos (Jordan
Station, Ontario) wrapped up excellent four-
year careers in 1997.
Sophomore goalkeeper Chris Muller from
Duncan, British Columbia, was named to the
honorable mention all-American soccer team
released by the NAJA.
Muller played in all ninteen games for the
Defenders this year. He earned a .85 goals
against average per game in facing 169 shots
on the year. Muller also posted seven
shutouts.
Second-year women's soccer just misses nationals
The Dordt College women's soccerteam wrapped up their 1997 cam-paign at 15-3-2, losing to the
University of Mary 3-2 in the Great Plains
Independent Region championship game. In
only their second year, the Dordt women
received one vote late in the season to be in
the National Top 25.
Freshman Kalie Gaskill netted 23 goals
for the season along with nine assists. She
was named NAIA National Player-of-the-
Week in early October.
Next season the women will lose two
seniors, Krista Krikke (Denver, Colorado),
and Teresa Jansma (Chino, California),
but return a more experienced team of
enthusiastic young players.
The women were coached by second-year
head coach Jeanie Elgersma.
/
Interested in receiving
Dordt Sports Update via
e-mail? If so, please send
your e-mail address to
Corey Westra
Dordt College Sports
Information Director
498 4th Avenue NE
Sioux Center, JA 51250
-or~
cwestra@dordl.edu
We will send out scores
and top performers of all
Dordt athletic events and any
other Dordt sports news that
is available. Updates will be
released regularly.
A sports link is in the works
for the Dordt College Web
page! We hope to have tltis
up and running soon.
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You may have talked to one of these students
1997 Fall Drive phonathon reaches goal
WesFopma
Director of Annual Fund T:e 1997 Fall Drive phonathon is overafter three months spent calling alumni,parents, and other friends of the college.
More than twenty-five work-study students
from the United States and Canada called
more than 13,000 households throughout
North America. Fall Drive gifts help provide
scholarships and student support services,
cover utilities and faculty salaries, and
purchase equipment not covered by tuition.
Last year the phonathon received $302,000
in gifts. This year students raised $288,887 in
pledges of support. This year's phonathon is
being enhanced by a matching gift fund
established by several generous donors.
Students share the details of the matching
fund when they visit with donors on the
phone.
Students eujoy the opportunity to visit with
the people they call. They especially like talk-
ing to people from their hometowns and
alumni who have gone through their acadenaic
program. Thank you for your support.
Carver Matching Fund a success
Last December the Carver Foundation ofMuscatine, Iowa, presented DordtCollege with a matching grant for tech-
nology. The foundation agreed to match up to
$42,500 in new gifts that were designated for
technology and made before June 30, 1997.
To take advantage of this opportunity the
development office called alumni, asking
them to consider a gift to help us meet this
challenge. A total of $47,914 was received,
exceeding our goal by over $5000. In all,
$90,414 was raised for equipment. With these
funds Dordt added eighty-seven personal
computers in student labs and enhanced both
software and hardware in the campus com-
puter system.
The development office and the students
who called would like to thank those who
contributed to this matching fund. The Carver
Foundation has indicated that they will renew
the program again this December.
Income producing gifts:charitable gift annuities
Dave Vander Wert
Director of Planned Giving lItsounds too good to be true, a gift thatpays you income. But it is, in fact, true.You can make a gift and receive income.
Charitable gift annuities are one of the old-
est forms of planned giving. Around since the
early 1900s, they actually are a contract
between a donor and a charity, in this case
Dordt College.
Creating a charitable gift annuity is
a simple process. The donor transfers
property, cash, or securities to Dordt
College in exchange for a fixed pay-
ment for the remainder of the donor's
life. The payment can begin immedi-
ately or be deferred for a period of
time. Beneficiaries of the payment can
be the donor or someone else. When
the donor passes away the gift be-
comes the property of Dordt College.
The advantages of a charitable gift
annuity with Dordt College are many.
Donors have many choices for funding
the charitable gift annuity. Cash,
stock, land, collectibles, or any highly
appreciated asset can be given to Dordt
Name:
Address:
Home Phone:
Work Phone:
I am interested in:
_ gifts that pay me income
_ gifts of appreciated stock/real estate
_ including Dordt College in my will
Send to: Dordt College
Attn: Dave Vander Werf
498 4th Ave.N.E.
Sioux Center. lA 51250
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College for the charitable gift annuity. The
donor will receive a tax benefit by making a
gift as well as establishing a regular income, a
portion of which is tax deductible. At the
same time the gift helps provide for Dordt
College.
Often those who benefit most from a
charitable gift annuity are those who are in
their sixties and older. What follows is an
example of how a charitable gift annuity can
work for you:
EXAMPLE:
Donor Age 70
Gift to Dordt $10,000.00
Income Tax Deduction $4371.00
Cost of Gift $5629.00
Interest Rate 7.7%
Annual Interest Eamed $770.00
Tax Free Interest $341.13
Taxable Interest $428.87
If you are interested in helping Dordt
College and in taking advantage of the oppor-
tunities available through a charitable gift
annuity, please fill out the information to the
left and send it to us.
/
Phonathon tallers pictured:
Row i-Laura Groen, VlS8Iia, Calif.; Teissa Kuiper,
Sioux Falls, S.D.; Marcia Schiebout, Pella, Iowa;
Franklin Guillaume, Edmonton, Alberta; Wes Fopma,
Phonathon Supervisor, Sarah Ribbens, Pella, Iowa,
Pam K1ompien, Bozeman, Mont.; Shelly Vander Thig,
Strathmore, Calif.; Elizabeth Boerema, Surrey, British
Colombia; Lisa Van Mersbergen, Pella, Iowa.
Row 2- Trixi Nikkel, SuUy, Iowa; Steve Holwerda,
Lansing, D1.; Matt Bylsma, Littleton Colo.; Ryan Link,
Renville, Minn.; Molly Schuttinga, Blaine Minn.; Sarah
Juhl, Orange City, Iowa; Ann Dykstra, Blomkest,
Minn.; Lindsay VanDer Pol, Lynden, Wash.; Stacey
Thelen, Weiland, Ontario. Row 3-JOO De Stigter,
Escondido, Calif.; Phil Louters, Hollandale, Minn;.
Dan Schreur, Kanawha, Iowa; Renee Van Groningen,
Escalon Calif.; Nikki Daane, Waupun, Wise.
,
Campaign Update
$16
million
$14
million
$12
million
$10
million
$8
million
$4
million "
Campaign Goal:
$16 million
Raised to date:
$14.123million
Dordt 2000 is a five-yeat;
$16 million campaign to
provide additional campus
facilities. meet the annual
fund goals, and increase
the endowment.
Campaign passes
$14 million
Strong Fall Phonathon results for theannual fund during October andNovember combined with continuing
generous new pledge commitments quickly
pushed the Dordt 2000 Campaign over
$14 million during the past two months.
The new cumulative campaign total as of
December I, 1997 was $14,123,000.
Campaign Goal Pledged Pen::entage
component or received of goal
Capital
and Annual s14,OOO,OOO sl1,468,000 82\1>
Fund
(cash or pledges)
General
Endowment 52,000,000 52,655,000 133\1>
(deferred,
matured,
and cash)
Total '16,000,000'14,123,000 88'
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Notes and news from the alumni office
Judy Hagey
SurveysSurveys, surveys, we've got surveys!Since shortly after we sent the fourth
triennial survey last May the mail has
brought a steady steam of surveys to the
alumni office. While at times it seems a
daunting task to enter all the data, we are
able to do a better job of keeping in touch
with alumni when we have accurate and CUf-
rent information. If
you haven't returned
a survey yet, please
do so as soon as
possible.
Because surveys
are on my mind, I
was interested in the
report from the
Coalition of Christian
Colleges and
Universities that I
received recently. As
part of the CCCU's
assessment project,
"Taking Values
Seriously: Assessing
the Mission of
Church-Related
Higher Education,"
the project directors
surveyed the 1994 graduates of thirty-seven
Coalition institutions. The typical CCCU stu-
dent is most likely to be female, Caucasian,
currently employed fulltime with an intention
to pursue further studies at some future time.
She is manied, or hopes to be, and is very
committed to raising a family. She is compe-
tent, altruistic, and most likely to be involved
in a service l:ateer or profession or volunteer-
ing in an area related to her religious commit-
ments. Strongly committed to her Christian
faith, she maintains a conservative lifestyle,
Judy H!'Iey
while continuing to hold her alma mater in
high regard. She labels herself a political
conservative, but actually holds a number of
liberal positions on individual political and
social issues.
Although Dordt's student body is made up
of nearly equal numbers of men and women,
in many respects, the typical student is simi-
lar to the typical CCCU student.
While our survey won't provide a compa-
rable in-depth profile, it will tell us what
careers or professions we're most likely to
find Dordt alumni in, what kinds
of activities occupy their time,
and how willing they are to help
their alma mater. Look for those
and other interesting tidbits
about Dordt alumni in the next
issue.
Alumni
Orchestra Tour
If you played in the Chamber
Orchestra during your student
days and have dreamed of some-
day going to Europe, you'll want
to take notice of the announce-
ment about the Alumni
Chamber Orchestra Tour to The
Netherlands, Germany and
Austria. The tour, in the planning
stages for June 1999, will be
hosted by Professor Henry Duittnan and his
wife, Lisa, and organized by Witte Travel.
The ensemble, made up of current students
and alumni, will perform in some of the most
interesting churches in Holland and will con-
clude with visits to Heidelberg, Rothenburg,
Dachau, Munich, Salzburg, and Vienna.
(Hmmm, I wonder if I've got time to dust off
the flute and brush up on my technique?)
Though the alumni office is not directly
involved, interest in this tour could determine
the future of other alumni tours. An initial
~
~
Make Tracks
to Dordt for
Homecoming
'98
Homecoming activities begin on Thursday,
February 19, with Distinguished Alumna
Valerie Haarsma ('85) leading chapel.
She will also be the featured speaker at
the alumni banquet Thursday evening.
A full slate of activities is scheduled for
Saturday, February 21, including track,
basketball, and a combination of the ever-
popular Talent Extravaganza and last year's
Alumni Variety Show. There will be plenty
of opportunities for socializing and snacking
in the Alumni Hospitality Room and at the
coffee bar-ice cream social to wrap up the day.
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effort several years ago, in which alumni
were invited to join thet'inal weeks of the
Netherlandic SPICE program, was mildly
successful. We think there may be interest
in tours to other places, as well. If a study
tour with other alumni is something you're
interested in, get in touch with me.
Homecoming
Planning is well under way for
Homecoming '98. Back in the traditional
February time slot (Saturday, February 21),
Homecoming will feature the usual activities
along with some new and some improved
events-the new and improved coming as the
result of the expanded recreation-athletic
facilities in the recreation complex.
Basketball continues to headline the day with
the varsity teams taking on Dakota Wesleyan,
beginning with the women at 12:30 and fol-
lowed by the men at 2:30. The perennial
favorite pitting the junior varsity against the
alumni wraps up the basketball action.
In a new twist, Homecoming attendees can
take in the South Dakota-Iowa Conference
track meet to be hosted in the adjoining
recreation complex. Up to 500 athletes are
expected to take to the indoor track, which
should provide exciting action for athletes
and spectators alike.
The alumni association will once again
sponsor the popular hospitality room. This
year it will be located in the spacious envi-
rons of the multi-purpose aerobic room in the
recreation complex. This area will be more
conducive to taking a break from all the
action and sharing some refreshments and
quiet(er) time with classmates and friends.
For the younger set, we'll continue to provide
games and activities on the upper level of the
gymnasium, adjacent to the overflow bleacher
area. You can keep an eye on the game and
the kids at the same time.
In the improved category (we hope), we'll
have the Talent Extravaganza-Alumni Variety
Show. The ever-popular Talent Extravaganza
moves to Friday night. The prize-winning
acts will return for a repeat performance on
Saturday evening. They will be joined by
several alumni acts, thereby combining last
year's Alumni Vatiety Show and the Talent
Extravaganza. We hope this arrangement
accommodates the growing crowds and dif-
fering entertainment preferences.
Plan to join us for all or part of the day.
Watch the mail for more details and registra-
tion information,
Upcoming
Events:
Of note to
Twin Cities
alums ...
Pam Ruiter Feenstra ('83), currently ofAnn Arbor, Michigan, is one of the fea-tured guest organists for FestivalOrgan,
a national touring exhibition and celebration
of the organ, on tour in the Twin Cities.
Feenstra will be the featured guest recitalist at
the Wooddale Church in Eden Prairie on
Monday, February 2. Wooddale's organ is the
largest modern mechanical-action organ in the
United States. The concert will include com-
mentary by Michael Barone, the host of
NPR's "Pipedreams."
FestivalOrgan celebrates the 2600 years of
the organ, with opportunity to not only hear
the "King of Instruments," but also experi-
ence first hand the history, repertoire, and
construction of the pipe organ. It also includes
a variety of interactive exhibits at the Science
Museum of Minnesota.
/
Regional Events!
Spring Break Tours:
Watch for more information
on the times and places
in your mail or
your church bulletin.
Concert Choir
Tour Itinerary
• Omaha, Nebraska
March 11
• Denver, Colorado
March 12
• Albuquerque, New Mexico
March 13
• Phoenix, Arizona
March 15
• Escondido, California
March 17
• Bellflower and Ontario,
Califomia
March 18
• Visalia, Califomia
March 19
• Ripon, California
March 20
• Salt Lake City, Utah
March 22
Softball
• Kansas-Nebraska
March 12-17
Baseball
• Southern California-
Biola, Concordia lUi
Masters
March 16-21
Track
• Pacific Northwest-
Tacoma and
Sunnyside areas
March 14-21
Advance Notice:
Colorado alumni-Make
plans to join Dordt alums for
a weekend of fun, food, and
fellowship at Long Scraggy
Ranch near Denver on June
5-6, 1998. Watch the mail for
details.
Alumni Reunion
• July 24-26. 1998
-Classes of 1973,
1976-80, and 1988
Dordt Discovery Days
Summer Camp
• June 22-26, 1998
Information will be
mailed to all children of
alums in early March (note
later date of mailing).
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The winner of last issue's Flashback contest Dordt
tee-shirt is Leann (Bouwman,'89) Bakker. She cor-
rectly identified the following alums: Anita Gietema
('86), Joy Rietema ('86), Sylvia Wolters ('87), Cheri
Apol ('87), Andrew Dreise (ex'88), Janet Bandstra
('88), Ruth Jager ('86), and Kathy Rasmussen· ('88).
Dear Dordt College Voice,
The photo was taken at the all-school retreat at the
beginning of the year. We played games that helped
us freshmen get to know the upperclassmen. Dr.
Dale Cooper spoke, and I will never forget his story
of his mother who was in an iron lung for years and
the suffering she and his family went through. It
reminded me how thankful I should be that my mom
was in good bealth and how much I missed her.
Cheri Apol and Sylvia Wolters were both in my
class. I remember driving together with a group of
cars from SeattIe .... [through] a hot dry lightning
storm in South Dakota. We had never seen lightning
without rain. Itwas spooky. Every time lightning
would strike Shari would take her foot off the gas
and slow down. Needless to say the others didn't
want to go so slow. Anyway it was the first of many
driving trips back and forth to Dordt from Seattle.
Leann Bouwman Bakker -Seattle, Washington
For your chance to win a Dordt tee-shirt, identify
the people in this month's photo and send it in
before March I.We'll draw from all correctly
identified entries.
Flashback letters
Dear Voice staff,
Hello! For the first time when looking at the
Flashback photos, I feel like an OLD alumna. The
photo in the October '97 Voice included me!
We were at Okoboji for the Dordt Fall Retreat and
were playing a game called "wink-urn" wbere if you
were winked at by a person on an opposing team you
had to try to run off to their team without being
tagged by the people standing behind you. Andrew
Dreise was particularly possessive of Janet during
the game, for what are now obvious reasons-they
were later married.
Thank you for the Voice, we enjoy it.
Ruth Jager Siebring
Lynden Washington
DORDT COLLEGE
498 4th Avenue NE Sioux Center, Iowa 51250
Registrar
The position is vacant as the result of the tragic death of Douglas M. Eckardt.
Responsibilities include such areas as academic advising; planning, organiz-
ing, and managing a computer-based information system for student registra-
tion and records. Candidates with a graduate degree and experience in
academia as faculty or administrator are preferred. Actual beginning date is
flexible. Review of candidates is continuing until position is filled.
Faculty Positions
Dordt College is seeking Christian academicians for openings beginning
August 1998 in the following areas.
History: a position teaching Western civilization, introductory and upper-
level European history courses, and introductory non-Western history cours-
es. Qualifications: Ph.D. preferred, demonstrated teaching excellence.
Business Administration: a position with teaching responsibilities in the
areas of management and marketing. Persons with education and experience
in other areas of business are encouraged to apply. Qualifications: Ph.D. pre-
ferred, demonstrated teaching excellence.
Mathematics: a position teaching introductory and upper-level undergradu-
ate mathematics courses. Qualifications: Ph.D. and the ability to incorporate
an applied/modeled emphasis in the curriculum are preferred; demonstrated
teaching excellence.
Music: a one-year position with responsibilities for choral ensembles and
teaching music history and a general education arts course.
Theology: a position to teach general education courses in biblical theology
and upper-level courses in biblical studies, missions, and Greek. Qualifications:
Ph.D. in theology or religion, demonstrated teaching excellence.
To receive application materials, qualified persons committed to a Reformed,
biblical perspective and educational philosophy are encouraged to send a let-
ter of interest that provides evidence of that commitment and a curriculum
vitae to Dr. Rockne McCarthy, Dordt College, 498 4th Ave. NE, Sioux Center,
IA 51250; facsimile: 712-722-4496: e-mail; vpaa@dordt.edu.
Dordt College is an equal opportunity employer and encourages application by women and minorities.
DORDT COLLEGE
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Dear Voice,
The memories I have of the photo are all fun.
It was my senior year. The weekend held great
fellowship, a wonderful speaker, and a real sense
of closeness to God and those there. I remember
those who got dunked in the lake and being fearful
that I would' be the next one.
It was a good time because so many of the friends
that I had gotten to know on the Mississippi Spring
Break Trip the year before were also there.
I am so thankful for Dordt and all of the great
memories and for so many cherished friends and
experiences. Thank you for the Flashback. It gave
me a chance to look through old Signets again.
Anita Gietema Peterson
Sioux City, Iowa
Dordt Discovery Days summer
camp will run from June 22 to 26
Dordt Discovery Days will run fromJune 22-26 next summer on Dordt'scampus. This junior high camp for
students finishing grades six, seven, and eight
offers a wide range of options to learn in a
hands-on environment. Last year we offered
twenty-four "classes" to over 180 students,
125 of whom lived on campus for the week.
These students came from over a dozen states.
Classes ranged from Printmaking to the
Internet, Golf to Chemistry and more.
Evenings were filled with recreational
activities and meeting new friends.
Watch for brochures and registration materi-
als around March 15-a bit later than in pre-
vious years. As in the past we will mail to all
children of alumni that are in our data base
and are eligible by age. If you do not receive
a brochure, call our office and we'll be happy
to send you one. And as many of you already
know, don't wait to mail them in, many classes
have limited enrollment and fill up quickly.
/ October 1997
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A tt Qnt' 0 e An Alumni Chamber Orchestra
1"\ will be touring The Netherlands,
mhBtg1\\\ fotmBt mB Germany, and Austria in June,
In D dt C.O\\B~B 1999, and you are invited. The
111\ of thB ot l4-day trip, organized by Witte
l~hllmbBt OtC.hBgttll Travel and hosted by ProfessorJ Henry Duitman and his wife,Lisa, will feature performances in
some of the most interesting churches in Holland
and visits to Heidelberg, Rothenburg, Dachau, Munich,
Salzburg, and Vienna.
To receive detailed information, contact Professor Duitman
by writing to him at Dordt College or sending him an e-mail
at hduitman@dordt.edu
Alumni notes
1970s
Brad Kuiper ('71) is
a Republican candidate
for the Second
Congressional District in
Nebraska. Kuiper, a
Gretna, Nebraska, busi-
nessman, had been
involved in the cam-
paign of his-predecessor
and has been active is
state and local politics.
Angie Feddema-Wrzesinski (ex'??) and her hus-
band, Tim, live in Lombard, Illinois, with their three
children, Nathaniel, 6; Aaron, 4; and Emilyn, 1.
Arlene Walker ('78) lives in Hartley, Iowa,
where she is teaching English as a second lan-
guage at Hartley-Melvin-Sanborn Elementary
School. She is also teaching a adults' class
coordinated by Northwest Iowa Community
College.
Valerie (Zandstra,'79) Koetting and her hus-
band, Chris, have been part of a core group of peo-
ple involved in planting a Presbyterian Church in
Santa Barbara, California. Valerie works for the
executive vice president at Westmont College and
recently received a special recognition award from
her peers at the annual staff appreciation luncheon.
She is also staff musician at Christ Presbyterian
Church.
1980s
Doug Van Gelder (ex'8I) lives in Redlands,
California, with his wife, Cheryl, and their four
daughters: Jenna, 9; Hanna, 7; Hope, 5; and
Natalie, 11 months. Doug is the information sys-
tems manager for Palm Desert, California. At
church, he is a deacon and a Bible study leader.
Cindy (Miedema) VanDen Top ('S6) will be
graduating from Dordt in May with a master's in
education.
Dennis and Desiree (Storteboom) Kuik
('&1,'%6) are living in Coon Rapids, Minnesota,
with their two children: Matthew, 6; and Marissa,
5 months. Dennis is a social worker in the mental
health services department for Ramsey County,
and Desiree is a senior compensation consultant
for Riley, Dettman, and Kelsey L.L.c. in
Minneapolis.
Lori Walburg ('87) is an editor for Zondervan
Publishing and lives in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Her children's book, The Legend of the Candy
Cane, w~s recently published by Zondervan.
Craig and Velva (Vis) Yonker ('SS,'SS)live in
Holland, Michigan, where Craig works for Prince
Corporation and Velva is a homemaker and part-
time waitress. They have four children: Brittany, 8;
Joshua, 6; Hope, 3; and baby Josiah.
1990s
Marlin and Leah Schoonhoven ('90) live in
Ireton, Iowa, with their two children: Alex, 2; and
Tessa.
Kelly and Chariene (Medenblik) Homau's
('90,'92) daughter, Hailey Marie, died on
November 4, 1997. She was 7 months old.
Angela (Eriksen,'91) Peterson lives near Sioux
Falls, South Dakota, with her husband, Ray.
Angela is an R.N. at McKennan Hospital in Sioux
Falls. She graduated last May from the University
of South Dakota with a nursing degree.
Jarou Nybof ('92) recently joined the Holland,
Michigan, office of the law firm Warner Norcross
and Judd L.L.P. where he is practicing in the areas
of real estate and corporate law. He received his
J.D. from Case Western Reserve University School
of Law in Cleveland, Ohio, and is now living in
Holland with his wife, Vicki.
Sue (Steensma,'92) Gonnerman is teaching lan-
guage arts to grades four through eight at
Ocheyedan Christian School. Her husband Kevin
works in quality assurance at Beef Specialists in
Hartley, Iowa. The Gonnermans are living in
Melvin, Iowa and have two children: Austen, 2;
and Maycin, 4 months.
Corwiu and Carla (Van Gorp) Walhof
('94,'94) live near New Holland, South Dakota.
Corwin is a swine consultant for the Corsica Co-
Op. Carla is in her fourth year teaching first and
second grades at New Holland Christian grade
school. They have one son: Jordan Lee, born
September 6.
Jennifer Haack ('95) received the graduate stu-
dent Teacher of the Year award from the
University of Northern Iowa. She teaches early
childhood special education in Washington, Iowa,
and is an active member of New Life Reformed
Church in Iowa City.
Mitch and Kara (Van Heyst) Menning
('95,'97) recently moved to Nashville, Tennessee.
Mitch teaches geometry, trigonometry, and Bible at
Christ Presbyterian Academy, and Kara works as
an R.N. at Vanderbilt University Hospital.
Kirk and Christina (Breems) Vander Pol
('95,'95) live in Chicago, where Kirk is the coordi-
nator of economic development at Roseland
Christian Ministries, and Christina is the volunteer
coordinator. Christina is also enrolled in a Psy.D.
program at the Adler School of Professional
Psychology.
The Alums The Future Defenders
Shortly after their graduation, a group of Dordt graduates, mostly from the class of 1981,
began a round robin letter that is still alive after sixteen years, circulating to sixteen families.
Inspired by the success of their letters, the families held their first reunion in 1988 in Grand
Lake, Colorado. Their fourth and most recent reunion took place this past July at Lake
Koronis near Paynesville, Minnesota. The group attributes their ongoing contact to the cama-
raderie they developed at Dordt. The next reunion is planned for the summer of 2000.
Those who attended the 1997 reunion are as follows: Cal and Barb Ahrenholz (Prinsburg,
Minnesota), Joseph, Jason, Stephanie; Curt and Pat Ahrenholz (Orange City, Iowa), Hannah,
Abby, Bekah; Doug and Gail Achterhof (Highland, Indiana), Sarah, Rachel, Nathan; Phil and
Barb Bootsma (Melvin, Iowa), Rita, Jenna, Joseph, Molly; Hank and Kathy Eckhoff
(Manhattan, Montana), Brian, Mark, Eric; Bruce and Lisa Groenendyk (Leighton, Iowa),
Alan, Nathan; Elroy and Mary Houtsma (South Holland, Illinois), Erin, Lucas, Rosa, Marcus,
April; Dan and Christi Kuik (Zeeland, Michigan), Jonathan, Nathan; Arlyn and Cindy Slagter
(Omaha, Nebraska), Kaitlyn, Caralyn, Elizabeth, Michael.
December 1997
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Future Defenders -------
Doug and Cheryl Van Gelder ('SI), Natalie Joyce, 1/9/97
Jerry and Lois Hofmeyer ('S3), Henry Jacob, 11114/97
Doug and Jane (Baker,'S3) Wondergem, Sara Lynn, 7/21/97
Jeff and Susan (Andringa,'S4) Hodgin, Benjamin Stuart, 2121/97
Bruce and Rochelle (Molenaar) De Bruin ('S4,'S4)Andrea Nicole, 6115/97
Hendrik and Geri (Tjaarda, ex 'S4) Leyendekker, Anna Marie, 7/20/97
Bernie and Betty (Vander Linden,'84) De Boer, Nathan James, 11/1/97
James aud Breuda (Gritters) Regnerus (ex.'S5,'S4), Pnmela Jo, 10/6/97
Don and Cindy (Miedema) Van Den Top ('S5,'S6),Alex Dooald, 6/25/97
Bruce and Kim (Anema) Heynen ('S5,'S6),Maria Joy, S/22/97
Mark and Lisa (De Wit) Christians ('S5,'S5),Anna Elizabeth, 10/5/97
Kent aud Tami (Marcus) Zevenbergen ('S6,'90), Ryan Matthew, 10/30/97
Kurt and Julle (Schurman) De Jong ('S6,'S7),KatelynElizabeth and LaurenGrace, 9/10/97
Dennis aud Desiree (Storteboom) Kuik ('S7,'S6),Marissa Joy, 7/12/97
Darla Van Hal-Dykstra ('S7) and Russell Dykstra, Dylan, 1O/2S/97
David and Marcella Vander Stelt ('S7), Spencer John, 9/30/97
Mike and Renae (Eekhoff, 'S5), VanAst, Steven Robert, 7/IS/97
Mark and Kathy (Brandsetter,'SS) Ostindie, Robert Mark, 6/10/97
Craig and Velva (Vis) Yonker ('SS,'SS)Josiah James, 7/25/97
Todd and Angie (Zylstra) Vauder Moleu ('90,'S9), Abigail Leigh, 11/3/97
Mike and Julie (Prius,'90) VanderMolen, Travis Jay, 10/9/97
Marlin and Leah Schoonhoven ('90), Tessa Lee, S1I7/97
Kevin and Joan (Kuiper) Kooima ('90, ex.'93), Matthew Tim, 10/12197
Ron and Connie (Vander Griend) Vanderwey ('91,'90), Lindsay Marie, 9/22197
Wes and Lynette Dolieslager (ex.'91), Ryan Jay, 10/1/97
Jon and Doris (Roose ('91), George, Mikayla Ann, 10/13/97
Kevin and Sue (Steensma,'92) Gonnerman, Maycin Lin, 8/4/97
Jason and Joy (Visser, ex '92) De Smit, Breanna Joy, 10/20/97
John and Tina Van Dyk ('92), Kyra Sue, 10/5/97
Shane and Monica (Zandbergen,'93) Kussmann, Ryan Christopher, 11124/97
Nolan and Jnlie (Timmer,'93) VanOtterloo, Emily Joy, S/14/97
Eruie and Melanie (Fisher) Termorsbuizen ('94,'94), Caleb Ryan
Corwin and Carla (Vau Gorp) Walhof ('94,'94), Jordan Lee, 9/6/97
Lane and Patricia (Vander Steen) Brummel (ex.'95,'95), Dillon Peter, 10/31/97
Marriages
Mike Halma and Sue Mulder ('S3), 3/29/97
Simon de Jong ('S9) and Deb VanDuyn, S/S/97
Mark VanHolland and Melissa Weg, ('91), 9/2S/96
Dave Clevengerand and Barb Du Mez ('92) 6/14/97
Matt Mathias and Aleatha Reitsma ('94), 8/16/97
Peter Shupe ('94) and Melissa Steinhorst, 7/19/97
Kirk Vauder Pol ('95) and Cbristina Breems ('95), S/9/97
Greg Niessink ('96) and Barb Jansma ('97), 7/5/97
Curt Bosma ('97) and Amber Vande Griend ('96), S/S/97
Micah Schreurs ('97) and Sbanuon De Wit ('97), 12/21/96
In Memory
Terri Lynn Andringa ('82) went to be with the Lord on August 8,1997, following an
eight-year battle with cancer. Terri's family and friends will miss her beautiful smile and
warm-hearted personality.
Stacy Kooiman ('92) passed away after a two-year battle with cancer. His wife, Jodi
(Faber,'90) now lives in Lansing, Michigan.
A memorial fund has been set up in Stacy's name at Harrisburg Christian School, where he
taught for four years. Donations can be sent to:
Harrisburg Christian School
2000 Blue Mountain Parkway
Harrisburg, PA 17112
CORRESPONDENCE CLIPPING
We at Dordt COllege are interested in hearing how you are doing and
what kinds of events are happening in your life. Please fill out the
coupon below and mail to: Alumni Association, Dordt College, 498 4th
Ave. NE, Sioux Center, Iowa 51250
D Marriage
D In Memoriam
D Future Defenders
D Alumni News
DAddress Change
Name _
year Address _
News Items/Suggestionts) _
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